Kayak Trip Yeppoon to Stanage Bay (Central Qld coast)
August 2018. Robin Aurisch.
This trip was inspired by a report on the Upstream Paddle site where 5 paddlers did a similar trip back
in 2009. To make this trip happen I needed to get firm commitment from a couple of keen paddlers.
George and Trevor signed up a year ago so planning could get started. George had done this trip about
eight years ago. Later we were joined by Jurg, Beatrice and Rob. Six paddlers are ideal but a lesser
number would work as well.

Dates were set to make the most of the tides and the tidal stream. Later in the planning the trip needed
to be brought forward one day to accommodate a Notice to Mariners, where Strong Tide Passage
(STP) was to be closed due to underwater demolition training.

Friday 3rd. Drive up to Yeppoon from Brisbane. 656 kms and about 7.5 hrs. Accommodation was in
the house attached to the Sea Spray Waterfront Holiday Units, 45 Wattle Grove, Cooee Bay. Shops
and restaurants about 10 to 15 minute walk.

Saturday 4th. Car shuttle day. Involved a round trip of 385 kms and 5.5 hour driving. 87 kms of road
into Stanage Bay are unsealed, dusty, with frequent cattle grids and changes of direction. The cars
were left next to Stanage Bay Fishing Accommodation near Alligator Bay, our final exit point. The third
car drove the drivers back to Yeppoon to be parked at the Units.

Sunday 5th. Left Cooee Bay with the incoming tide at 0830 and arrived at our first campsite (the north
end of Little Corio Beach) at 1310. Distance 24kms. Very little wind or tide assistance. Sea calm and
weather hot. Campsite was on the beach or in the primary dunes. Like all the east facing ocean
beaches, the carry was about 100 mtrs. Beaches sandy and accessible on all tides.

Monday 6th. A lay day was called due to the strong northerlies forecast. 4 paddlers paddled into Corio
Bay, past the Scout camp, landed at the isthmus and walked through to the ocean beach. Telstra and
Channel 21 signals available from the hill at the south end of the beach.

Tuesday 7th. Left Little Corio Bay at 0900. Good sailing wind as far as Five Rocks and variable after.
Arrived at our campsite at the southern end of the beach before Cape Manifold at 1400. Distance 30
kms. Passed whales on the horizon doing a lot of tail slapping and had a small pod of dolphins riding
the bow wave.

Wednesday 8th. A planned lay day, one of three before Strong Tide Passage. There was a small
freshwater seep across the sand at the south end of the beach. Strong SE winds around 20 -30 knots.
An interesting walk to the cape and beyond.

Thursday 9th. Started paddling at 0900 on the high tide. Wind was favourable to Port Clifton. Checked
out a large sea cave just around the first headland north of Quoin Island. Calm inside and considerable
depth. Room to turn two boats in. Lunch break on the beach directly to the south of Round Island.
There is a very small fresh water seep from a large rock at the east end of this beach. We crossed Port
Clinton to the west of Entrance Island and passed 3 headlands to camp at an east facing beach inside
Delcomyn Island. Arrived at 1500. Distance 33kms. Minor wind assistance from Round Island.

Friday 10th. Lay day. This campsite is sheltered from all winds and is very attractive with headlands
left, right and centre and a south facing beach just across the bay with views up and down the coast
from the hillside behind. There is a brackish creek at the north end with pools deep enough to rinse
bodies and clothes. There is a Telstra signal from the hill to the SSW behind the campsite. Strong wind
from the east so only paddling inside the bay. The tides are getting considerably higher now and will
be 7 mtrs in a couple of days, coinciding with the new moon.

Saturday 11th. We left “Delcomyn beach” at 0850 and arrived at our next campsite, west of Pinetrees
Point at 1600. Distance 30kms. We did not paddle into Pearl Bay, paddling directly to Dome and Split
Islands. These small islands rise to 95 and 75 mtrs respectively. We passed Dome to seaward and Split
to landward.

The entrance to the “split” was easy in the sea conditions we had. There is plenty of room to turn a
boat with good rocker. The loaded boats handled the turbulence well. The actual “split” at water level
is only about 2 mtrs wide and would take very calm seas and no swell, to pass through. A short break
was had on a beach inside Island Head Creek. This beach revealed stones and boulders on the fast
falling tide so was not a good place to stop. The paddle across Island Head Creek on the falling tide
presented no issues. We followed the sand spit on the northern side and passed into calm water on
the west side of Island Head. This creek system roughly marks the southern coverage of the Channel
81 repeater. We arrived at our destination at 1600. Distance 30kms. Our campsite was on the third
beach west of Pinetrees Point. The only people we were to see in two weeks on the water were off a
yacht and stretching their legs on the first beach. The second beach is not ideal for camping but had
creek systems at either end.

Sunday 12th. Lay day. This campsite had reasonable sized flat areas and was shaded by paperbarks.
Channel 81 coverage available from the beach. We did a short day paddle of 8kms to check out the 2
creek systems on the high tide. Round trip about 8kms. Here we were circled by a helicopter,
presumably belonging to the Navy. I had, during the planning of this trip, given an undertaking to the
Range Control that we would be passing through Strong Tide Passage before they closed the passage
to all craft on the 14th. They were probably checking that we were in a position to clear the passage
the next day. This was to be our last ocean facing beach. In the period we travelled this coast the
largest shore break waves were about .75 mtrs and more commonly less than .5 mtr. All ocean
beaches had some local driftwood and plastic rubbish carried down from fishing boats and Australia’s
neighbours to the north.

Monday 13th. We left our beach at 0845 and paddled the 3.5 kms across to Strong Tide Passage with
some wind on the beam. The high tide was within an hour of changing and with a strong wind from
the SW almost on the face, we had a slug through the 11km passage. After a short bite, a nature break
and a quick warm up out of the wind on a short, gravelly beach on the SW tip of Townsend Island, we
paddled past Round Rocks and Marquis Island to starboard before finishing on a steep sandy beach
on the northern side of Marquis. This beach was only accessible on the top half of the tide and has an
extensive reef flat marked by 3 mangrove tree skeletons. The carry on the half tide was less than 50
mtrs. Distance from the previous campsite, approx. 20 kms. As requested by the Range Control, I
phoned them on the satnav to indicate we had arrived at Marquis and were well clear of the restricted
area.

Tuesday 14th. Lay day. When the tide covered the reef flat, 4 paddlers completed a 22km round trip
paddle in Canoe Passage. Good wind and tide assistance heading up the passage but no assistance on
the return trip. Probably the more interesting part of this paddle would have been into Supply Bay but
wind and tide probably were against us. Marquis Island can be walked around in about 1.5hrs on the
low tide. Sea eagles and their nests were seen as were Dugongs out in the channel. Telstra and Channel
81 reception good.

Wednesday 15th. Left Marquis Island at 1115 when the rising tide covered the reef flat. Arrived on the
west side of Collins Island at 1400 and 17kms for a short lunch break, the paddled the 4.5kms across
to the western point of Lingham Island where we camped about 80 mtrs around the northern corner
of the sand spit. The beach here is all tides accessible and quite steep. The carry was about 40 mtrs.
Good shade under she oaks and pandanus trees with views to our final destination 24kms away.

Thursday 16th and Friday 17th lay days. Lingham can be walked around on the half tide in about 1.5
hours. Extensive exposed reef on the N, the E and the S. Four paddlers crossed to Collins Island and
checked out the N side on the high tide. Collins has some buildings and an airstrip, remnants from
when this island and those to the north, were cattle properties.

Saturday 18th. With a track of 285 degrees and some north wind predicted around the middle of the
day, we were on the water at 0700. Packing up and carrying/loading of boats on this trip typically took
2hrs at the start of the trip and 1.5hs towards the end as food and water quantities diminished. The
wind for this crossing was less than 8knots with a slight swell from the north. The heading was easy to
hold with our exit point halfway between two prominent domed hills, Bald Hill at 76 mtrs and Pier
Head at 101 mtrs. Approx two thirds of the way across I noticed I was on a converging path with a
whale which soon came over to investigate me. His tail passed approx. 1mtr under my boat twice and
he raised his head, exhaled and gave me the eye three times all within 4 mtrs of my boat. The whale
then spent the next 4 or 5 mins closely checking out the other boats.

After this very friendly encounter we paddled on to Alligator Beach, arriving at 1130. The cars were
parked about 250 mtrs from the water line and when they were brought down, the kayak carry was
about 100 mtrs. Stanage Bay CBD has a shop, fuel, a bar, a boat ramp and a park for free campers. The
trip back to the highway took 2hrs as we were carrying the kayaks on the trailer.

The distance paddled on the route was about 185 kms with up to another 55 kms on the lay day
paddles.

Contacts
Range Control (SWMTA) 4935 5000
Plumtree Store and Oyster Bar 4937 3169
Stanage Bay Fishing Accommodation for parking. John on 0427 664 000
Yeppoon CG 4933 6600
Thirsty Sound CG A/hrs 4937 3067
Sea Spray Holiday Units. Blossom on 0419 787 409
Southside Holiday Park, Rockie 4927 3013

Weather Schedules
VHF channel 21 0720, 1210, 1705.
VHF channel 81 0633, 1145,

1645.

“St Lawrence to Burnett Head.”

Key points to consider
Tides flood N, then SW into Strong Tide Passage and S and SW into Shoalwater Bay from Broad Sound.
Tidal range was 5 to 7mtrs.

Long kayak carrys. Take straps and remove the water containers first.
Do not rely on sourcing drinking water on route. Take 3 litres per day per person. This gives a 2 day
safety margin.
This is a very remote coast. Plan for contingencies and identify risks.
Monitor Notice to Mariners for the Shoalwater Bay Military Training Area (SWBMTA).
Take nautical charts and a GPS.
Lodge float plans with Coast Guards at Yeppoon and Thirsty Sound.
No Telstra or VHF coverage for the middle part of this trip.
Pre plan alternative campsites and mark them on the charts.
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